
Mixed Tenses 4 
Task 1: Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets. When you see (???), 

you have to find a suitable word. 

 

Patrick and Sandra are talking about Sandra`s trip to New York a few weeks ago… 

Jack:   ‘__________________________ (???, be) your stay in New York  last week, Sandra?’ 

Sandra:  ‘It was great, thanks. I __________________________ (still, dream of) this  

fantastic city.’ 

Jack:   ‘Which sights __________________________ (you, see) there?’ 

Sandra:  ‘After we   __________________________ (go) to the Statue of  Liberty,  

we __________________________ (visit) the Empire State Building.’   

 Jack:   ‘Do you think __________________________ (you, visit)  New York  

again some time?’ 

 Sandra:  ‘Yes, my friend Susan and I __________________________ (fly)     

  there in our next holidays. We __________________________ (already, book) the  

  flights. This will be my __________________________ (three) visit to New York.’ 

 Jack:   ‘__________________________ (you, like) the Americans?’   

 Sandra:  ‘Yes. I think they are much __________________________ (friendly) than the   

  __________________________ (Britain) people and you can understand their   

  English more __________________________ (easy). I ____________________   

  _______________________ (give) a New York party next Friday. Would you like  

  to come?’   

 Jack:  ‘Yes, I __________________________ (???), thank you. Nevertheless, I have to   

  say goodbye now. My train __________________________ (leave) in 10  

minutes.’ 

 

 

 

 



Task 2: Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets. When you see (???), 
you have to find a suitable word. 

 

Halloween 

On the 1st of November Tim __________________________ (write) into his diary: 

Yesterday it __________________________ (be) Halloween. All day long, the children 

__________________________ (cut) faces into some pumpkins.  

In the morning Marc _______________________ (write) a letter to the ‘Great Pumpkin’. He 

__________________________ (do) this every year because he __________________________ (believe) 

that the ‘Great Pumpkin’ rises up __________________________ (???) the pumpkin patch every Halloween 

night with a bag full of toys. __________________________ (you, ever, hear) such a silly story? Nobody 

else believes __________________________ (???) the ‘Great Pumpkin’ and so everybody laughed at him. 

Only Mary __________________________ (not, laugh) at him because she is in love 

__________________________ (???) him and believes in anything he __________________________ 

(say). 

All the children __________________________ (receive) an invitation to a Halloween party the day before. 

Peter __________________________ (be) very happy about that as he __________________________ 

(never, get) an invitation to a party before.  

__________________________ (???) the evening Marc sat down in the pumpkin patch and 

__________________________ (start) waiting. While he __________________________ (wait) there the 

other children __________________________ (get) ready for the Halloween party. For hours they were 

cutting holes __________________________ (???) white sheets for their eyes and mouth and were 

dressing __________________________ (???) ghosts. While all the other children were going from house 

__________________________ (???) house playing ‘tricks or treats’ to the neighbourhood Mary 

__________________________ (return) to Marc and __________________________ (sit down) beside him 

in the pumpkin patch. The children received a lot __________________________ (???) sweets and so they 

__________________________ (be) very happy today. Afterwards they __________________________ 

(have) fun at the Halloween party all night long. Marc and Mary were still waiting for the ‘Great Pumpkin’. 

 

 

 



Task 3: Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets. When you see (???), 

you have to find a  suitable word. Be careful! There are also some passive 

verb forms. 

 

 Martha’s Vineyard 

Martha`s Vineyard is an island five miles _____________ (???) the coast of Massachusetts. Anyone 

_______________ (???) has seen Steven Spielberg`s famous horror film ‘Jaws’ knows this island where the 

movie __________________________ (produce) in 1974.  

 

The island is ________________ (???) of the favourite holiday destinations on the east coast of the USA, 

famous for its lovely beaches and its many hills. It’s also great for water sports like surfing and sailing. Only 

15.000 people __________________ (live) permanently in and around the island’s six towns – Edgartown, 

Oak Bluffs, Tisbury, West Tisbury, Chilmark and Aquinnah. But in summer the total amount of people 

_________________ (increase) to 100.000. That means the island ___________________ (crowd) with 

people and cars in the summer. Many famous people go _______________ (???) holiday here, too. 

The name _______________ (give) to the island by the British explorer Bartholomew Gosnold, who 

_______________ (sail) there in 1602. He named the island _______________ (???) his baby daughter, 

Martha, and called it ‘vineyard’ because of the many wild grapevines that _______________ (grow) there. 

Before Gosnold and other European settlers _______________ (arrive), Wampanoag Indians 

_______________ (live) on the island. When the Europeans ___________ (one) came to the island there 

_______________ (be) four tribes with about 3.000 members. But the native people _______________ 

(catch) diseases the Europeans _______________ (bring) with them and many died. 

At first, the settlers ________________ (live) by farming and fishing, but after 1800, whaling became 

________ (???) important industry. Natives and Europeans __________________ (hunt) whales along the 

coast for some years, but now, whaling ships _____________ (go) on long voyages to seas far away.  

 

Martha`s Vineyard became a whaling centre, the island made a lot of money with the trade, and great 

villas _________________ (build) by rich businessmen in Edgartown. Whales ________________ (use) for 

their oil, but in 1859, oil ____________ ________________ (discover) in Pennsylvania. This was the death 

of the whaling industry, because petroleum products were much _____________ (good) and cheaper 

_____________ (???) whale oil for lighting lamps. By the 1870s, the Vineyard`s whaling industry had died. 



Flashmobs 

A flashmob is a meeting of a large group of people who don’t necessarily know _____________ (???) other. 

Reasons for a flashmob used to be unpolitical. Meanwhile, however, a flashmob 

___________________________ (can, organise) for funny and useless reasons such ________________ 

(???) to shock people or for political reasons such as demonstrations. Flashmobs ______________________ 

(organise) via ads in newspapers, e-mails or telecommunications. The first real flashmob 

___________________ (hold) in May, 2003 in Manhattan, by the journalist Bill Wasik. He 

_______________ (make) one hundred people go into a shop where they had to act as _____________ 

(???) they were searching for a ‘love carpet” and all of them had to decide together. Another flashmob 

________________ (go) into a shoe store and all the people _______________ (???) were part of it had to 

act as if they were tourists. The purpose of Wasik’s flashmobs were to entertain the people as well 

______________ (???) a social experiment. He wanted to show that we __________________ (live) in a 

time, in a so-called cultural atmosphere, where everybody wants to be an insider. After the huge success of 

flashmobs in America, flashmobs also ___________________ (start) to emerge in Europe in 2003, but the 

idea of doing things in public _________________ (???) have no meaning wasn’t easy to understand for the 

organisers. That may be a reason why the flashmob wave _______________ (not, last) long in Europe. The 

_________________ (???) famous flashmob was the Worldwide Pillow Fight Day which 

_____________________ (take place) on March 22, 2008. Over 25 cities took part in the first international 

flashmob, which still is the _______________ (large) flashmob ever done. Cities which took part were 

_______________ (???) example Atlanta, Budapest, Hamburg, Shanghai, and Zurich. After several 

flashmobs most governments agreed to many people meeting in a public place but the only city which 

banned flashmobs _______________ (be) the German city Braunschweig because they think this 

____________________ (not, can, be) good for public health and safety. Although today flashmobs 

_________________________ (use) as a peaceful way to show disrespect or to demonstrate, there were 

at _________________________ (???) five flashmobs in America which turned violent after the police 

wanted the people to go home.  

 

 

 

 



Mixed Tenses 4 
Task 1: Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets. When you see (???), 

you have to find a suitable word. 

 

Patrick and Sandra are talking about Sandra`s trip to New York a few weeks ago… 

Jack:   ‘__How was______________ (???, be) your stay in New York last week, Sandra?’ 

Sandra:  ‘It was great, thanks. I _`m still dreaming_________ (still, dream of) this fantastic city.’ 

Jack:   ‘Which sights __ did you see__________________ (you, see) there?’   

 Sandra:  ‘After we   __had gone______________ (go) to the Statue of Liberty, we  

_____visited_______________ (visit) the Empire State Building.’   

 Jack:   ‘Do you think ___you will visit_______________ (you, visit) New York again some time?’ 

 Sandra:  ‘Yes, my friend Susan and I __are going to fly/ are flying___________ (fly) there in our  

next holidays. We __have already booked________________ (already, book) the flights. 

This will be my ___third______ (three) visit to New York.’ 

 Jack:   ‘___Did/ do you like__ (you, like) the Americans?’   

 Sandra:  ‘Yes. I think they are much _____friendlier___ (friendly) than the    

  __British_____________ (Britain) people and you can understand their    

  English more __easily______________ (easy). I __am giving/ am going to   

  give__________ (give) a New York party next Friday. Would you like to  come?’   

 Jack:  ‘Yes, I ____would_______ (???), thank you. Nevertheless, I have to say good-  

  bye now. My train __leaves___________ (leave) in 10 minutes.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 2: Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets. When you see (???), 
you have to find a suitable word. 

 

Halloween 

On the 1st of November Tim ______is writing_______ (write) into his diary: 

 

Yesterday it ____was____ (be) Halloween. All day long, the children ____were cutting_____ (cut) faces 

into some pumpkins.  

In the morning Marc ____wrote______ (write) a letter to the ‘Great Pumpkin’. He ________does______ 

(do) this every year because he ______believes_______ (believe) that the ‘Great Pumpkin’ rises up 

____from______ (???) the pumpkin patch every Halloween night with a bag full of toys. ______Have you 

ever heard_______ (you, ever, hear) such a silly story? Nobody else believes ___in_____ (???) the ‘Great 

Pumpkin’ and so everybody laughed at him. Only Mary _______didn’t laugh_______ (not, laugh) at him 

because she is in love _____with_____ (???) him and believes in anything he ____says_____ (say). 

All the children ___had received______ (receive) an invitation to a Halloween party the day before. Peter 

___was_______ (be) very happy about that as he ______had never got______ (never, get) an invitation to 

a party before.  

__In____ (???) the evening Marc sat down in the pumpkin patch and ____started___________ (start) 

waiting. While he _______was waiting_______ (wait) there the other children _____were getting______ 

(get) ready for the Halloween party. For hours they were cutting holes ____into____ (???) white sheets for 

their eyes and mouth and were dressing ___like____ (???) ghosts. While all the other children were going 

from house ___to_____ (???) house playing ‘tricks or treats’ to the neighbourhood Mary 

______returned______ (return) to Marc and _____sat down______ (sit down) beside him in the pumpkin 

patch. The children received a lot ____of____ (???) sweets and so they _____are_______ (be) very happy 

today. Afterwards they ______were having_______ (have) fun at the Halloween party all night long. Marc 

and Mary were still waiting for the ‘Great Pumpkin’. 

 

 

 

 



Task 3: Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets. When you see (???), 

you have to find a  suitable word. Be careful! There are also some passive 

verb forms. 

 

 Martha’s Vineyard 

Martha`s Vineyard is an island five miles ___off_____ (???) the coast of Massachusetts. Anyone 

____who_____ (???) has seen Steven Spielberg`s famous horror film ‘Jaws’ knows this island where the 

movie _____was produced______ (produce) in 1974.  

 

The island is ____one_____ (???) of the favourite holiday destinations on the east coast of the USA, famous 

for its lovely beaches and its many hills. It’s also great for water sports like surfing and sailing. Only 15.000 

people ______live______ (live) permanently in and around the island’s six towns – Edgartown, Oak Bluffs, 

Tisbury, West Tisbury, Chilmark and Aquinnah. But in summer the total amount of people 

____increases_____ (increase) to 100.000. That means the island _____is crowded______ (crowd) with 

people and cars in the summer. Many famous people go _____on____ (???) holiday here, too. 

The name _____was given______ (give) to the island by the British explorer Bartholomew Gosnold, who 

____sailed______ (sail) there in 1602. He named the island _____after____ (???) his baby daughter, 

Martha, and called it ‘vineyard’ because of the many wild grapevines that _____grew / were growing____ 

(grow) there. Before Gosnold and other European settlers ____arrived______ (arrive), Wampanoag Indians 

___had lived_______ (live) on the island. When the Europeans ___first____ (one) came to the island there 

____were_____ (be) four tribes with about 3.000 members. But the native people _____caught_____ 

(catch) diseases the Europeans ____had brought____ (bring) with them and many died. 

At first, the settlers _____lived______ (live) by farming and fishing, but after 1800, whaling became ___an 

/ the____ (???) important industry. Natives and Europeans ____had hunted____ (hunt) whales along the 

coast for some years, but now, whaling ships __went_____ (go) on long voyages to seas far away. 

 

Martha`s Vineyard became a whaling centre, the island made a lot of money with the trade, and great 

villas __were built______ (build) by rich businessmen in Edgartown. Whales ____were used_____ (use) 

for their oil, but in 1859, oil ___was discovered___ (discover) in Pennsylvania. This was the death of the 

whaling industry, because petroleum products were much ___better_____ (good) and cheaper 

____than____ (???) whale oil for lighting lamps. By the 1870s, the Vineyard`s whaling industry had died. 



Flashmobs 

A flashmob is a meeting of a large group of people who don’t necessarily know ___each____ (???) other. 

Reasons for a flashmob used to be unpolitical. Meanwhile, however, a flashmob ____can be 

organised_______ (can, organise) for funny and useless reasons such ___as____ (???) to shock people or 

for political reasons such as demonstrations. Flashmobs ____are organised______ (organise) via ads in 

newspapers, e-mails or telecommunications. The first real flashmob ___was held_____ (hold) in May, 2003 

in Manhattan, by the journalist Bill Wasik. He ___made_____ (make) one hundred people go into a shop 

where they had to act as ___if____ (???) they were searching for a ‘love carpet” and all of them had to 

decide together. Another flashmob _____went_____ (go) into a shoe store and all the people 

____that/who____ (???) were part of it had to act as if they were tourists. The purpose of Wasik’s 

flashmobs were to entertain the people as well ____as____ (???) a social experiment. He wanted to show 

that we _____live_____ (live) in a time, in a so-called cultural atmosphere, where everybody wants to be 

an insider. After the huge success of flashmobs in America, flashmobs also _____started_____ (start) to 

emerge in Europe in 2003, but the idea of doing things in public _____which_____ (???) have no meaning 

wasn’t easy to understand for the organisers. That may be a reason why the flashmob wave ____didn’t 

last_______ (not, last) long in Europe. The ___most_____ (???) famous flashmob was the Worldwide Pillow 

Fight Day which _____took place_____ (take place) on March 22, 2008. Over 25 cities took part in the first 

international flashmob, which still is the ___largest_____ (large) flashmob ever done. Cities which took part 

were _____for____ (???) example Atlanta, Budapest, Hamburg, Shanghai, and Zurich. After several 

flashmobs most governments agreed to many people meeting in a public place but the only city which 

banned flashmobs ___is____ (be) the German city Braunschweig because they think this _____can’t be____ 

(not, can, be) good for public health and safety. Although today flashmobs ____are used______ (use) as a 

peaceful way to show disrespect or to demonstrate, there were at _____least_____ (???) five flashmobs in 

America which turned violent after the police wanted the people to go home. 

  

 


